
Building Young Leaders for the Workforce
Keynote 

So... Your New Leaders Are 
Positioned to Thrive and 
Achieve Breakthroughs

AND
Your Organization is Ready to 
Shift to Help Them Navigate 

This Learning Curve

Investing in leadership development is 
happening too high up the ladder. Surveys 
of the next tier of professionals indicates 
they don’t feel they have been properly 
prepared to enter the workforce and take 
the helm. This results in bumpy transitions, 
ugly exits, and lost data along with missed 
opportunities for organizations from 
all sectors.

Failing to provide professional development 
pathways for emerging leaders leaves them 
ill-equipped to step up and be impactful 
when they finally reach a leadership position. 
It’s this gap in skill sets that needs your 
attention now more than ever.

That’s where Tammy Dowley-Blackman 
comes in. She helps address the top eight 
career readiness competencies identified by 
the National Association of Colleges and 
Employers (NACE). She helps emerging 
leaders to demonstrate their ability to marry 
their solid content skills with the necessary 
professional skills that ensure success on 
internal teams and projects. She’ll help 
your emerging leaders bridge
the gaps between their abundant 
content/technical skills and their limited
leadership and professional workplace 
understanding and skills. From branding, 
speaking, and networking, all the way to 
navigation of power dynamics and managing 
up and down the chain of command, she’ll 
leave your emerging leaders empowered to 
take on the world and thrive in their 
upcoming roles… and leave your 
management well-equipped to understand 
generational issues and workplace 
development needs. 

This program is designed to take charge of the transition from 
college/early career positions to full entry into the professional workforce 
for your emerging leaders. After their time with Tammy, your workforce 
will become a fully prepared pipeline with the following essential 
leadership skills:

Speaking and presenting to any group

The ability to write professionally for your organization

Understanding and managing used the navigation in the revised 
earlier top description.

Impactful networking that creates
profitable relationships

Seeking out and identifying viable mentors and differentiating 
those contacts from general contacts.

How to build a personal brand that supports your career 
goals and represents your best talents

How to build a work-plan (the ROI Action Plan) for career 
trajectory and success 

How to better understand professional workplace 
expectations and thrive in their careers. 

FEATURED PROGRAMS



The ROI ACTION PLAN
Half or Full Day Intensive 

This hands-on, interactive program is designed to help your entire organization get the most out of your 
young leaders. Your emerging leaders will discover how to develop their career plan in a way that 
benefits both them and your organization, while your senior management and supervisory staff 
will discover how to mold your young leaders to deliver their best work for great impact. Tammy 
will give your audience the tools they need to be more proactive about planning your emerging leader’s 
career trajectory and how to develop and use their talents to benefit your organization as a whole. They’ll 
discover answers to key questions like:

How do I create a blueprint for my professional career – and how can my managers use that to 
increase my contribution to the organization as a whole?

How do I learn what skills are needed to develop to be professionally successful and to add 
value to my team?

How do I continue to develop critical analysis and problem-solving skills to aid in my 
career development?

How do I understand how to best perform in a professional setting?

How do I work in collaboration with my supervisor to chart learning and
performance management?

How do I ensure I become a valuable contributor to my company or organization? 

Book Tammy Dowley-Blackman to
Prepare Your Pipeline of Emerging Leaders

tammy@tdbgroup.com

tdblackman

410.205.4883

www.linkedin.com/in/tammydowleyblackman

@tdowleyblackman

www.tammydb.com


